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This lecture has an ulterior purpose. It is a response to the 

growing chorus of voices one hears saying that Sophocles is too difficult 

for our sophomores to read. Now in some literal sense this is so obvious 

that it hardly needs saying. But some people take it to imply that 

we ought to stop reading Sophocles in the language tutorial, and this 

needs denying. My own opinion is that Sophocles is too difficult for 

us not to read: too good to miss, that is, and completely inaccessible 

unless one makes the effort to read his own words. That such an effort 

made with the minimwn of ·tools is already richly fruitful is one of 

the things I hope to show. To that end I promise that this lecture 

will be amateurish, in fact sophomoric. I have no doubt that I will 

make mistakes that could be corrected by anyone who has read all the 

scholarly literature on the subject. I have long ago made the choice 

that such correctness is not worth its price. The reading of Antigone 

presented here will rest on an elementary knowledge of Greek, an ignorance 

of its metrics, a lack of fastidiousness about syntax, and a heavy 

reliance on Liddell and Scott. I have had the luxury of being a sophomore 

more than once, but my heart is in that tutorial, and I will never 

graduate from it. Its very ineptitude prevents glibness, and requires 

a slow, stubborn questioning of every word. With Sophocles that is 

not a bad way to read. It also has the merit that anyone who wants 

to do it can do it. It would be a shame to listen to a lecture of 

this kind and not join in with it in the question period. 
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Sophocles never stopped thinking about the Oedipus story. He 

was in his nineties when he wrote Oedipus ~ Colonus, which he did 

not live to see performed. It was about 35 years earlier that he wrote 

Antigone. The three Theban plays that we possess are not a trilogy 

nor in any sense parts of a whole. They are one story told three times 

from different points of view. I do not mean that Sophocles used various 

characters to give subjective colorings to the events, but that he 

himself saw the essence of the Oedipus story in three different acts 

of poetic concentration. I do not think he changed his mind from play 

to play about Oedipus or about what made his story important, though 

that would be difficult to show. I think he saw in the story the most 

important truths about human life, and kept opening windows into it 

so that the rest of us could see them too. 

But the Antigone seems to be far removed from the center of the 

Oedipus story. Oedipus is long departed when it begins. His two sons 

have tried and failed to share the kingship of Thebes, brought new 

misery on the city, and finally killed each other in battle. Creon, 

who succeeds them as king, and their sister Antigone respond to this 

catastrophe in incompatible ways, bringing on fresh catastrophe. And 

everyone knows that the heart of this play is the scene in which the 

two main characters step forth and debate the principles on which they 

have acted. The Antigone is a play about a disastrous moral collision, 
I 

one neither faced by nor caused by Oedipus, who is so far in the background 

that he might be any dead king who had both sons and daughters. 

This is a false picture of the play, but an almost inevitable 

first picture. More than other plays, the Antigone tempts us to single-
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sentence statements of moral or theme, and that sentence is always 

about the conflict between the laws of the city and the demands of 

private conscience, which listens to a higher law. I could quote such 

sentences from various commentators, but what would be the point? we 

can all say the same kinds of things ourselves, and probably have. Whatever 

else the play may be, it has within it a philosophic dialogue of undeniable 

clarity about a genuine and timeless dilemma. Sir Richard Jebb does 

not hesitate to conclude that the conflict of the play is not between 

people but between abstract principles, and that Creon and Antigone 

move us not as themselves but as vivid personifications of duty. I 

hope this formulation feels uncomfortable to you, but there is nothing 

!~possible about it. Poetry is not by its nature hostile to rationality, 

and part of the power of Sophocles' writing is undoubtedly an intellectual 

power. He might, in this one play, have made everything human and 

concrete an outer covering for an intellectual problem. 

There is a philosopher, Hegel, who saw the intellectual realm 

as a living drama enacted by the ideas themselves. It is no accident 

that he loved the Antigone. In his Phenomenology he sees the play 

as exhibiting the splitting in two of the ethical world, the destruction 

of ethical order by the emergence of an inner contradiction. Antigone 

and Creon are both right but also both wrong. Hegel says, "only in 

the downfall of both sides alike is absolute right accomplished, and 

the ethical substance as the negative power which engulfs both sides, 

that is, omnipotent and righteous Destiny, steps on the scene." (#472) 

In Hegel's account of the play everything accidental and individual 

falls away from the characters, even though individuality is itself 
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one of the things at issue. But Hegel writes with a depth worthy of 

Sophocles, and his approach to the play cannot be dismissed lightly. 

The only way to achieve a truer perspective on the play is to 

begin looking at its details, but it is worth noting first that there 

is another philosopher of the same stature as Hegel who seems to see 

the play in an opposite way. Aristotle, in his Rhetoric (III.xvi.9) 

criticizes the orators of his time for writing too exclusively from 

the intellect, making it impossible for them to discern or display 

moral character or purpose. He recommends that they follow, instead, 

the example of the Antigone. This is a wonderful passage, to which 

I will refer again. For the moment it defines a challenge for us: to 

see how what is peculiar to the Antigone is what is specifically moral, 

and does not stem from the intellect. 

The debate between Creon and Antigone takes place in daylight. 

It is important in many ways that the play begins in darkness. Antigone 

and her sister Ismene meet outside the city before sunrise. It is 

an intensely visual scene, but the pictures are in the imaginations 

of the two women. We begin where they do, trying to assimilate the 

horror of the previous day, and with Ismene at least, trying to see 

into another's inner visions. There are no formulated principles here, 

no light by which to see one's way. Ismene asks Antigone where she 

is in her thoughts Cline 42); what she sees c~early is that Antigone's 

thinking is spreading the darkness, like the purple dye emitted by 

a certain whelk to make the sea murky (20). This tiny example reveals 

the whole art of Sophocles, insofar as I can get hold of it. Where 

a translation may have Ismene saying 11 you seem to be pondering something," 
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the word Sophocles has used for ponder is kalchainein, not an invented 

word, but not a very common one either, and one still heavily laden 

with its metaphoric origin. The root of the word is the name of the 

purple murex, a sea mollusc which clouds the water when it is threatened. 

Its secretion is the dye used by ancient kings for their royal purple. 

The animal itself was therefore valuable, and worth searching for through 

the murk. Thus its name came also to mean the searcher, as for example 

Kalchas, the seer in Book one of the Iliad. This is Sophoclean language: 

concrete, metaphoric, sensuous, and strong. We who do not speak his 

language must read whole entries in Liddell and Scott to hear what 

his characters are saying, and never be content to pick out one meaning 

that seems to fit the context. But there is still another favorite 

device of Sophocles in the line. Not only does Ismene say that Antigone 

is pondering, with a word that carries layers meaning gloom, royalty, 

and divine insight; she says it is clear ~deloun) that she is doing 

so. Sophocles loves to jam together words whose senses clash. "It 

is clear that you are in a murky soup of thoughts of royalty and divinity." 

The introduction of the word "clear" serves only to emphasize that 

nothing here is clear. I will note later some magnificent examples 

of this trick. 

It is in this scene in and about darkness that the themes of the 

play are introduced, and they are not law and conscience. The opening 

line is Antigone's: Q koinon autadelphon Ismenes kara, "Shared self-

sister, heart of Ismene. 11 The word autadelphos means prosaically full-sister 

daughter of the same mother as well as father, but this scene, like 

the whole play, is so full of the word autos and its compounds that 
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one must, in retrospect if not from the beginning, hear it as superimposing 

the meaning self on that of sister. Similarly, ~' meaning head, 

or very swnmit of what someone is, like our use of heart to mean someone's 

very core, carries the sense of Ismene's essential self. Antigone 

is saying "Ismene, what is most you yourself is also shared, is my 

self, so fully are we sisters." The two-sided question, what is shared? 

and what is oneself?, is the center of Sophocles' envisioning of the 

Oedipus story. 

Here, at the beginning of the play, the merging of two sisters 

into one self is a pathetic illusion. Before the end of the ninety-nine 

lines Antigone is telling Ismene she hates her. This moment when the 

sisters might be loving and comforting one another becomes a new division 

and separation, like that between their brothers. The image which 

dominates the whole play is the one which fills Ismene's imagination 

in this scene. She describes it twice. "We two were deprived of two 

brothers, dying on one day by a double hand." (13-14) And again, "two 

brothers, in the course of one day, self-slaying wretched ones, working 

out a corrunon doom with mutual hands." (55-57) It might be a great 

misfortune that each brother gave the other a fatal wound, but the 

special insight that makes this a nightmare vision for Ismene is contained, 

in the first telling, in the singular phrase, "a double hand," and 

in the second in the reflexive participle, "self-slaying." We are 

seeing a combat to the death fought with a mirror, so that the hand 

one lifts to strike the other moves backward to kill oneself. Oedipus 

lifted his hand against his father, and destroyed himself. Here that 

deed is doubled, as both Eteocles and Polyneices strike what seems 
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to be merely a brother, but for · each turns out to be himself. And 

now in front of us it begins to be quadrupled, as the sisters too begin 

tearing themselves apart. We look at Antigone, and through two mirrors 

we see Oedipus. And there is one more reflected reflection still to 

come. 

But why does Antigone's loving greeting of Ismene turn so quickly 

into a hate-filled parting? It is easy to blame Ismene. When Antigone 

tells what she intends, Ismene replies that those who are women, weak, 

and subjects must yield to those who are men, strong, and rulers. (58-64) 

In response to these arguments Antigone is splendid. In forbidding 

burial of Ployneices, Creon has crossed two boundaries that restrain 

legitimate rule, into the properly private (48) and into a realm where 

only the gods can be listened to (77). As for his masculine strength, 

that can be put to the test by anyone who does not fear death, and 

when Antigone looks at the image of herself dying for burying a loved 

brother, she calls it a beautiful thing (72). Ismene insists three 

times that the deed is impossible (79, 90, 92), but Antigone elegantly 

and succinctly tells her that there is only one way to know that. She 

uses the future perfect: "whenever I have no more strength, I shall 

have stopped." (91) In the Rhetoric, Aristotle tells us that Antigone 

acts not for the sake of what is useful or beneficial, but for the 

sake of the beautiful, out of goodness rather than prudence, and in 

the Ethics he tells us that the specific telos, or end, of virtue is 

the beautiful (III.vii). There is no question here, for example, of 

any superstitious fear that an unburied Polyneices will be denied 
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access to the other world, but only a clear sight that burying him 

is right, fitting, appropriate, and leaving him unburied deeply wrong, 

so that even the sacrifice of another life only makes the whole picture 

more beautiful. Antigone is a human being in the fullest sense, one 

courageous enough to do what needs to be done out of no practical calculation, 

for no reason other than that it is right. Her choice is beautiful, 

Sophocles' picture of her making it is beautiful, and she is beautiful. 

But she is also fierce. The chorus will say she is fierce with 

her father's fierceness (471). In the first scene she is merciless 

with her sister. But worst of all, she does not listen to Ismene. 

In the first line, she does not mean, I see you, Ismene, for what you 

are and take that into myself as part of me. She means, I look at 

you, Ismene, and see nothing but myself. The two can have a shared 

self only if Ismene is willing to become Antigone. If she does not 

feel the same feelings, Antigone rejects her as no true-born sister 

of hers (37-38). But Ismene is no coward, but in fact a true match 

for Antigone in firmness. If we listen to her we hear not a woman afraid 

to act, but one strong enough to endure anything, if she is convinced 

that any action will make things worse. (39-40) Ismene is frozen 

in horror before the image of her brothers, not because blood and death 

and loss are too painful for her to look upon, but because they brought 

it on themselves. In the speech in which Antigone only hears Ismene 

saying, let's act like weak women subjects, she in fact is saying much 

more, that is much more important. She asks Antigone to remember their 

father, not only dead but having died hated, shamed, and having brought 
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it all on himself, and the mother who was to that father both mother 

and wife, the two names twisted like the noose with which she mutilated 

her own life. (49-54) Now their brothers have added more horror and 

shame, and Antigone wants to keep increasing it until they are all 

wiped out. To Antigone, all the deaths are the work of enemies, against 

whom the family must be defended. (9-10) But Ismene keeps hammering 

at the fact that everything their parents and brothers suffered was 

self-inflicted. In Ismene's view, she and Antigone have no enemies 

but themselves. What they need now is to forgive the beloved dead 

for their crimes, and be forgiven by them for taking no action. (65-67) 

Antigone's deafness to her sister makes Ismene all the more insistent, 

and Ismene's insistence makes Antigone all the more determined. Like 

the blows struck by their brothers, every attempt to persuade turns 
,/ 

back on the sister who utters it as a new cause of her isolation. 

In the course of this first scene, the most important word in 

the play has been introduced and become increasingly prominent. That 

word is philia. -It means love which is not from desire, as~' nor 

for all human beings, as agape, nor between unequals, as st.i'Jrqe 
I 

but for those who are like oneself, of one's own kind. It therefore 

names both the love within a family and the friendly feeling among 

fellow-citizens. You have all read the sentence koina !!!, ton philon, 

the things of friends are common. Aristotle says in the Politics that 

the proper work of the lawmaker is to produce this feeling among all 

the citizens. (II.v.6-8) The confrontation between Antigone and Creon 

is not between conscience and law, but between philia and philia. 
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This is part of the last of the mirror images of which I spoke. But 

the word has already come under strain between the two sisters. In 

Antigone's mouth philia means that which separates us from them, her 

immediate family from everyone else, all of whom are therefore enemies. 

It is after Ismene says that there is fault on the side of their family 

that Antigone begins to say she hates her (86}. Antigone's love is 

conditional, and those who do not earn it feel her hate. {93-94) Ismene's 

love is unconditional, no matter what Antigone says or does. (98-99) 

Antigone's .words are all about philia, and it is genuinely the motive 

of her deed, but she does not recognize its presence in front of her. 

This rejection of her sister's love is the worst error brought on by 

the darkness in which Antigone is moving, and she will pay for it. 

Creon, though he acts from calcuation and prudence, is looking 

to and acting for the sake of the same philia as is Antigone. Like 

her also, he has a clouded view of it. His understanding of the friendship 

that makes human community possible has an intellectual clarity, and 

his intentions are good, but he is acting quickly in a critical situation, 

and he makes a bad mistake. The Creon of this play is not the dishonest 

man he is in Oedipus at Colonus. Here he is a fitting antagonist for 

Antigone in the stubborn purity of his determination to do what is 

best. He has inherited the responsibility for a maimed and miserable 

city. Though his title to rule comes through blood-kinship to the 

ruling family, all of Thebes' long history of troubles has come from 

that same family. With the sunrise on this day, the instant he becomes 

king, he intends to cut off that family connection once and for all. 
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His inaugural address to the elders of his city is meant to .show them 

a genuinely new beginning and show himself as someone they can trust. 

They are to watch Polyneices suffer the ultimate violation, left as 

a piece of meat for dogs and birds.(205-6) They will see that to Creon 

this violator of the city is no nephew, but is nothing. (182-3) Creon's 

true decree is that all bonds of love and loyalty will henceforth begin 

with the city; no other bonds precede it, carry over into it, or carry 

any weight against it. (187-90) When one reflects that the ties within 

the Oedipus family are those of a blood-kinship flowing back into itself 

in a grotesque way, Creon's attempt to destroy all such ties is understandable. 

But as the words for same blood, xunaimon, and common blood, haima 

koinon, resound in his speech, we remember that Creon has a son and 

that his very name is blood. 

But Creon understands philia no better than blood-kinship, and 

no better that Antigone does. In fact the two misunderstandings of 

philia are identical. Just as Antigone has sisterly love before her 

in Ismene, Creon has the fellow-feeling of common citizenship before 

him in the chorus, and he is equally blind. The chorus, when Creon 

encounters it, is in the grip of a strong common emotion which he is 

preventing from flowing into action, and he doesn't even know it. For 

him the sunrise is his entry into kingship, but for the people of the 

city it is the moment they discover that the besieging Argive army 

has left in the night. Creon is full of his cleverness in having figured 

out a way to make them one people again, and does not see that they 

are already of one mind, one heart, and one motion, if he would just 

leave them alone, if not listen to them and join them. What the 
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chorus wants is to wipe out the war and the fear that have filled them, 

with a day and night of feasting, dancing, singing, and thankfulness 

to the gods. (148-54) Creon is telling them to prolong the horror 

by watching the desecration of Polyneices' corpse. 

Creon and Antigone are mirror images in many ways. Antigone's 

imagination in the first scene is dominated by a picture of enemies 

creeping up unseen on her friends. (9- 10) Creon likewise from his 

first scene keeps referring to a plot against him fueled by money. 

(221-2, 289-303, 1055) There is no smallest shred of evidence in the 

play that this plot exists anywhere but in his imagination. Both feel 

the need to act without delay because of these threats. And having 

acted, both are inflexible. Creon compares Antigone to the hardest 

iron, which most easily shatters, and to the wildest horse, most easily 

broken by a small bit (474-8), while Haimon compares Creon to a tree 

that does not bend in the wind, and .so is uprooted, and to one who 

keeps a sail too taut, and capsizes (712-17). But the fundamental 

identity between them is seen in the words which are compounds of autos. 

The Chorus tells Antigone that an autognotos orga, a self-willed temper, 

' destroyed her (875), while Teiresias tells Creon that his authadia, 

self-pleasing or self-will, makes him guilty for his own bad luck (1028). 

The self-will 9f Antigone and Creon is the conviction each has of being 

the ·radical originator of his or her own deeds. This is the error 

of Oedipus. 

Oedipus left home to start life fresh, by his own doing. When 

he lifts his hand against his father, that is the outward, factual 

manifestation of his effort to cut off his own sources and be in the 
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world without antecedents. Likewise, Antigone must act alone to save 

the honor of her family. she cannot run the risk of letting there 

be any love between her sister and herself which might dilute her resolution 

or divert her strength. The two of them might become a new being, 

and see the good in some way other than she sees it now. And likewise 

Creon as ruler has the whole world on his shoulders alone. He repeatedly 

uses compounds of the word kosmos when insisting that he can not in 

any slightest way allow himself to be ruled by a woman, a subject, 

or a child. (726-7, 734, 746) If the ruler is ruled there is anarchy 

(672), and the ordered world is destroyed (660, 677, 730). 

The meeting of Antigone with Creon is thus the confrontation of 

two powerful, isolated figures, doing battle for the sake of philia. 

Faced with each other, both are at their worst. In their determination 

to destroy each other, each destroys himself. The axis of the play 

seems to me to be the pair of lines 523 and 524. That is where they stake 

themselves. Creon has been arguing that the reverence, honor, and 

love shown to Eteocles must mean nothing if the same rites are accorded 

the enemy he lost his life fighting. Antigone has been replying with 

immovable certainty that what Eteocles and all the dead and the gods 

want is exactly what she has done. (505, cf. 89) They will never agree. 

Earlier, telling Creon in effect to shut up and get on with whatever 

he intends to do, Antigone has said 11my words were born displeasing 

you." (501) Now, speaking her last words to him, she says, "I was 

born not to join in hating but to join in loving." Creon's last words 

back to her are, "Well since you are now on your way below, if one 
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must love, love them." Antigone's word symphilein, to join in loving, 

and Creon's word phileteon, one must love, are the nooses with which 

they hang themselves. Antigone's word is beautiful, but she herself 

disfigures it. Creon's word is a grotesque malformation with which 

not even he can live. 

Both Antigone and Creon are far gone in spite when they utter 

these words. Antigone is splendid in her courage, but she has been 

carrying a contradiction within her since the first scene, and it has 

now come to the surface. She has told Ismene that her love is conditional, 

and that Ismene has failed to earn it. But she has just explained 

with scorn that she cannot make a distinction between her brothers 

because her love is unconditional. Which is the truth? At this moment 

Ismene comes on stage, and all of Antigone's passionate coldness is 

turned upon her. Ismene had wanted nothing to do with the deed, but 

wants everything to do with the sister who must now suffer for it. 

All Ismene's words of desperate love for her sister are met by Antigone 

with irony and mockery. When Ismene finally screams, 11 Why do you torture 

me like this, when it does you no good?" (550), all the fight finally 

goes out of Antigone. "In pain I am laughing at you, if laughing is 

what it is. 11 Antigone makes no effort at reconciliation, but Ismene 

has stopped her runaway anger. The effect of this stopping is to turn 

Antigone inward, where she begins facing the death she has chosen. 

When she comes back onstage she will be a different Antigone from what 

we have seen of her so far. 
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When Antigone has been led away for now, Haimon enters to plead 

for her life. Just as Antigone's anger at Creon missed its mark and 

hit her sister, so now all Creon's rage at Antigone lands on his son. 

In accordance with his word phileteon, which says that love is a matter 

of impersonal necessity, to be arranged by prudent deliberation, Creon 

first explains to Haimon that when he thinks well about it he will 

see that this is not a woman he wants to love. (648-54) But Creon 

sees with fury that Haimon fights for, follows, and serves this woman 

in place of his father. (740, 746, 756) Creon knows how to handle 

proven and incipient treason at one stroke, as he has done with Polyneices 

and the city. "Bring her here at once," he says to the soldiers, and 

kill her in front of her bridegroom's eyes. (760-1) Creon has gone 

momentarily mad, but he has lost Haimon forever. He is hemorrhaging 

in front of us, and this wound will not close. 

With the device of Haimon's name, Sophocles shows us Creon in 

confrontation with his own blood. This was already true, more distantly, 

in his confrontation with his neice and desecration of the body of 

his nephew. And it is a truth implicit in the political principle 

by which he has chosen to rule, that only those human bonds will be 

recognized and honored that derive from the political one. From the 

beginning of his kingship, Creon has been doing violence to himself 

without knowing it. It must be emphasized that there is no intellectual 

contradiction here. Creon could live by his principle if he were a 

worse man, one whose cruelty was not a momentary mad impulse but a 

settled disposition, or if he were a man of firmer principle, like 
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Brutus, the first consul of Rome, who killed his own sons for the sake 

of his city deliberately. But Creon is just an ordinarily good man, 

who considers his son and his wife part of himself. By his rules he 

has judged Polyneices simply an enemy, with no claim on him or on Thebes. 

But by sisterly love that has made Antigone a second enemy, and by 

erotic love, Haimon a third, and by a mother's love for the last of 

her children left alive, Creon's wife Eurydice a fourth. It is not 

money but love that has produced the plot against Creon, a widening 

circle of unruly, ungovernable loves from which he himself is not exempt. 

When he returns from seeing his son try to kill him and then kill himself, 

to discover that his wife has killed herself, Creon for the first time 

sees the truth: "I, I killed you, useless I" (1319-20), but also "I 

am dead" (1288), "I am no more than nothing" (1322). His own self 

lay outside him, in his wife and son, by way of bonds over which he 

had no control. He was not the source of the ordered hierarchy of 

Thebes, nor even the free origin of his own life, but part of a shared 

self, which he stabbed inward to the heart by striking outward. 

There are pictures in the play of lives better ordered. Haimon 

tells his father that he can listen to and respect a youth, a woman, 

and his subjects and be all the better a father, man, and king. (728-9, 

737, 739, 741, 749) The chorus tells Creon that he and his son have 

spoken well doubly, mutually (725), even in disagreeing. This does 

not mean that these old men are too witless to make up their minds, 

but that they see the truth only in some yielding of both sides to 

each other. And the loveliest and most touching moment of the play 

is Ismene's second entrance. Antigone, wrapped up in herself, sees 
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only someone who would not act but wants to share the glory. (538-9, 

542-3, 546-7) Creon, wrapped up in his mission to restore civil order, 

sees Ismene•s tears, and takes them for an involuntary confession of 

treason. (491-4) But the chorus, when they see her, break into a 

brief lyric passage, the only lines they speak in the play which are 

neither dialogue nor part of a full choral ode (526-30): 

And now before the gates here is Ismene, 
With sister-loving tears dropping down. 
A cloud above her· brows blood-red 
Stains her face, 
Wetting a beautiful cheek. 

Philadelpha, sister-loving, is here an adjective modifying tears. I 

remember, when I first read Antigone with a sophomore language class, 

asking how a feeling and its object can be attributed to drops of salt-water. 

A student named Ann Tive said simply, "They love her." Only the chorus 

speaks true words about Ismene, and they are loving words. Though 

the chorus itself speaks later of eros keeping watch on the cheek of 

a maiden, the love present here is not desire, not the remembered lust 

that moves of the old men of Troy whey they look at Helen. These men 

of Thebes have suffered a long time for the family," Oedipus, but they 

love this girl, and because they love her they can know her. Similarly, 

in the whole play it is only Ismene who speaks of Haimon with love. 

(572) This has confused centuries of editors so much that they often 

give the line to Antigone, though every manuscript gives it to Ismene, 

and it has tempted at least one modern reader to convict Isrnene of 
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/ 
desire for her sister's fiance. But Ismene and the chorus are examples 

of the philia that the play is all about. They can love people a 

step removed from them because they genuinely love those nearest them. 

One of the most striking images in the play is that of Teiresias, 

the blind seer. A great point is made of his being led by a boy. 

He enters with the words, "Lords of Thebes, we have come a common road, 

two seeing out of one. 11 (988-9) Thebes had lords, plural, not a dictator, 

because everyone must in some ways be led by others. Later he speaks 

of things "I learned from this boy ••• for to me he is a guide, as I 

to others. 11 (1012, 1014) Everyone who is unwilling to be led goes 

astray, misses the mark. Aristotle's famous word in the Poetics, hamartia, 

which somehow came to be misunderstood as a flaw, begins in archery 

and eventually becomes the New Testament word for sin. The English 

word error has perhaps the closest range of meaning. Teiresias tells 

Creon that erring is common to all human beings. (1023-4) That is 

why he shouldn't be afraid even now to change his course, but it is 

also why he should have known in the first place that Polyneices deserved 

burial. The city need not have joined in the honors, but there is 

no crime about which it can say, that criminal went so far astray that 

even in death he cannot be allowed to be recognized as human; we, the 

rest of us are the only ones safely within the human fold. But Creon's 

being wrong does not make Antigone right. Ismene's last speech to 

Antigone uses the same word, examartia, that Teiresias will use: 11 Surely 

the erring of us two is equal." (558) 

Why do all human beings err? The chorus, in the ode polla !2. deina 

(332-83), suggests that the very excellence itself which d~fines being 
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human is the source of error. "Wonders are many," the ode begins, 

"yet nothing stranger than a human being walks." To be human is to 

find a passage through anything, sea, wind, or earth, and to find a 

mechanism to overcome the power of anything, bird, beast, or fish, 

cold, sleet, or rain. The characteristic human epithet is pantoporos, 

all-resourseful, passing through every obstacle. Antigone has used 

the verb from the same root in the first scene to tell her sister, 

11 I will find a way through, heaping up a tomb for a most loved brother." 

(80-1) But in one of those magnificent clashings I spoke of earlier, 

the chorus' word pantoporos collides with aporos, resourceless, helpless. 

(360) The meaning of aporos is immediately negated: "helpless he 

comes upon nothing that is to be." But the poetic effect of the line 

is the shock of hearing pantoporos aporos. In retrospect, or in reading, 

the words can be tamed, but the poet is writing for the ear, and Sophocles' 

words are wild. Pantoporos aporos cannot fail to confuse, to disturb. 

The choral odes are all hypnotic, and this one conveys a dreamlike 

sense that the very triumph of overcoming every obstacle is an achievement 

of helplessness. 

That is certainly a description that fits Creon. He becomes the 

helpless wreck he is at the end of the play precisely by mastering 

everyone, overcoming all opposition. In the antistrophe to the pantoporos 

aporos stanza the same position has the words hupsipolis apolis, supreme 

in the city/without a city. Supremacy destroys reciprocal relations, 

and destroys the community. But when the chorus ends the ode in dread 

of human greatness it is Antigone who appears before them. Ismene 

has told her amechanon ~, 11 you lust after impossibilities" (90), 
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and that she is determined perissa prassein, "to do extravagant things," 

things that go beyond. (68) It is primarily Antigone who displays 

the human excellence of refusing to accept any restraints to her will. 

Those restraints are outwardly Creon and his soldiers, but more importantly 

the inconvenient love and inconvenient otherness 

from herself of Ismene. Philia is the power that saves us from greatness, 

the acceptance of others into a wider self that can no longer say "I 

will not be stopped." 

But even though Antigone's defiance earned her death, she does 

not in the end go to her death defiant. She has one more scene, and 

in it she begins to return out of her isolation. The movement of the 

scene is difficult to understand, but full of truth. The chorus cries 

when it sees her being led to death, but conceals its tears in her 

presence. She asks the chorus for pity, but it gives her honor instead. 

She cries out that they are mocking her, and they rebuke her. In response 

to their rebuke, she begins telling painful and frightening truths 

about herself for the first time in the play. She has finally allowed 

someone to get close enough to break through her control. It happens 

harshly, violently, because she has fought so hard to make it impossible. 

As with her sister, Antigone has heaped contempt and scorn on the 

chorus to their faces. She was certain she knew what they thought, 

and that they kept silent like cowering dogs. It is her ugliest insult: 

"they tuck their mouths between their legs." (509) Then it was false, 

but now they do in fact conceal their honest feelings, because she 

has been so unapproachable. 
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Look at me, she says to them now, going to death solitary, unmarried, 

choosing to marry death. (806-16) They tell her what she seems to 

want to hear, You are glorious, autonomous, not a victim, but alone 

of mortals in choosing death. (817-22) She compares herself to Niobe, 

turned into rock, eternally weeping, and they say, Yes, you are godlike. 

(823-38) This is when she screams out that she is mocked. She wants 

not praise for her solitary courage, but pity for her loneliness, not 

the glory of Niobe but the pathos of her unending misery. They tell 

her everything she is suffering is her own fault: "You went out to 

the extreme edge of boldness, and crashed into the high seat of Justice." 

(853-4) But they inunediately soften their rebuke with the thought 

that maybe it is somehow her father's struggle that she is paying for. 

And now the lid that she has kept so firmly on her feelings is finally 

off. "You have touched my most painful worries," she says: Were my 

parents monsters? What in the world am I that was born out of such 

horror? (857-66) We see now why Antigone erupted into such violent 

hatred when Ismene suggested there was something wrong with their family. 

It was a hatred of her own uncertainties. Ismene was a self-sister, 

and Antigone was trying to expel . it from herself. 

Antigone's earlier certainty was a forcible effort of will in opposition 

to her uncertainty. Then she has said, "I know I am pleasing those 

whom it is most necessary for me to please." (89) Now she tells the 

truth: I nourish, that is, I work to keep alive, a hope that I will 

be received with love by father, mother, and brother. (897-9) How 

is she nourishing that hope? She has fed it by searching out the final, 

unassailable reason why she had to act as she did. These lines which 
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we must now consider are much debated. Most editors and translators 

cut them out the play, or put them in brackets. Sir Richard Jebb gives 

three reasons for doing so: the lines are inconsistent with things 

Antigone has said earlier, illogical in themselves, and ungrammatical. 

Yet the lines are in all the manuscripts, and they are quoted by Aristotle. 

That the lines are inconsistent with her earlier appeals to divine 

law is true; she has changed now, and stopped pretending to be doing 

a duty. That the lines are illogical is exactly what Aristotle praises 

them for1 it is here that he says Antigone displays that she was acting 

not for any benefit but for the beautiful, not out of thought but out 

of goodness. That the grammar of the lines is strained is a sign that 

she is strained; this is understandable since she is facing death with 

all her private nightmares coming to the surface of her thoughts. In 

the Philoctetes, Sophocles has the main character go to pieces in front 

of us, with incoherent speeches and a long scream. And in the fourth 

line of this play, Antigone in her passion says there is nothing without 

doom that has not come to her, when what she means would have one less 

negative in it. 

What does she say that so disturbed Jebb and Fitzgerald and others? 

She says (904-20) that had it been a child or husband of hers lying 

dead on the field she would have left it to rot. she could always 

get another-husband, or bear another child, but with her parents dead, 

how could she ever get another brother? This is a repellent thought, 

and there is no reason to think for one second that it is true. Imagine 

trying to take a child of hers, living or dead, away from Antigone. 
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We have known her for only part of a day, but it is still ob' 

it would be easier to take a cub from a lioness or a grizzly 
~ t ,_;,.i,:; t\., 

Why does she il\~:k~ so ugly11~ falsei>. / · ? I think it is an exa~ 
~ .' '· 

way of saying, I buried Polyneices for the sake of Polyneice! 

brother was irreplaceable, but love knows that every human bE 

irreplaceable. At the fringes of thought, Antigone finds an 

for what has no logic. The immediate sight of love tells it 

must do. When Antigone said it was not her nature to share j 

but symphilein, to join in loving, that was a smug debater's 

against Creon, and a lie made obvious by the presence of Isme 

Antigone now in her weakness and misery has made that claim t 

She has let go of everythi~g but love. The murky soup of div 

her family's blameless nobility, and the human joy of overcorr 

restraint have now ceased to cloud her sight. In her imagina 

she sees Polyneices as the only thing in the world that matte 

the claims on her from loving him as the only ones in the wox 

subject to conditions. 

The important thing about philia is that it is natural, 

We find ourselves in the world loving others who belong to us 

whom we belong. What we are is a result of whom and what we 

On the other hand, the defining characteristic of human being 

accept nothing natural as given but to be always overcoming e 

to our purposes or whims. Antigone is glorious in her succes 

of Creon. He says, 11 I am no~' she is the ~, 11 (484) if 
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get away with this, but he is already too late. She outshines him 

even when they are at a standoff. But she has announced that philia 

was the end for the sake of which she had broken all restraints. The 

deed and its end were incompatible. That is the impossibility Ismene 

had seen from the first. When Antigone returns before us on her way 

to die, she has collapsed under the weight of the contradictions in 

her soul. But she has made her final choice. It is love itself with 

its passivity and uncertainty that she has chosen, rather than the 

glory of being its champion. 
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